FORTY  THOUSAND  AGAINST  THE  ARCTIC
is a student of medicine and paid by the State, I get my
room free up here—a very nice room, as you will see when
you come to have tea with, me, sometime after midnight—
with bearskins on the walls and a nice polar bear rug on
the floor. And my food and clothes don't cost me anything.
If it were money I was looking for I could stay at home. I
could easily make two thousand as an economic expert
somewhere in the capital.'
'So you are probably a Party man and have been sent
here on Party orders?3
£No, I have never been a member of the Party. I have
never been a worker, neither was my father. Can't you
understand how fascinating this work is: building up an
entirely new land, organizing and directing the affairs of
such a huge concern, and knowing that it is for the benefit
of hundreds of millions—for the good of my country? I
have never been so happy in any other job before. I could
not imagine myself without it. Take any of these papers
on my desk. They are full of life, full of new life just about to
materialize.5 He picked up the printed proof of what
looked like a price list to me.
cYou see—here I am bringing out a questionnaire. We
are sending ten thousand of these into the tundra round
here and further north. I want to know what the natives
want to buy. And, at the same time, I offer them all we
can already bring to them, to see how far they understand
the use of our manufactured products. The replies will be
more than the basis of a wholesale grocer's shop. They will
be a film of the growing civilization and culture among
people whom we regarded as c'savages'5 before.5
The leaflet was headed with the following questions, to
be filled in by the heads of trading factories in the tundra
after inquiries among those who were illiterate:
First name, father's name and family name of hunter.
How many wives, sons and daughters, with their ages.
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